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Mercier et al. [9] also used
immunolocalization to examine
Rad51 foci in the mer3 mutants.
The Rad51 protein is a basal
component of the recombination
machinery that can be used as a
marker for all recombination
events, crossovers and non-
crossovers. In yeast, Arabidopsis
and other plants, the number of
Rad51 foci early in meiosis
significantly exceeds the number of
eventual crossovers. Presumably,
the additional foci are involved in
non-crossover events. Mercier et
al. [9] observed that the number of
Rad51 foci in the mer3 Arabidopsis
mutant did not differ significantly
from wild-type, suggesting that
while MER3 is required for a
specific class of crossovers —
those sensitive to interference — it
is not required for non-crossovers.
The new work of Mercier et al.
[9] nicely complements the recent
characterization of Atmsh4 mutant
phenotypes in Arabidopsis by
Higgins et al. [15]. T-DNA mutants
of the Arabidopsis AtMSH4 gene
have a similar phenotype to the
yeast msh4 mutant: both show
reduced recombination and, like
the yeast mutant, Atmsh4 plants
show evidence of impaired
interference. It is interesting to
note that, in the Atmsh4 mutant,
chiasma frequency is reduced to
~15% of wild-type, and in the
mer3 mutant it is reduced to
~23%. These values are both
roughly consistent with the
frequency of interference-
insensitive crossovers predicted
by the statistical modeling of inter-
crossover distances in wild-type
Arabidopsis [8]. 
Taken together, the statistical
analysis of wild-type crossover
distributions and genetic analysis
of mer3 [9] and Atmsh4 [15]
phenotypes strongly support the
presence of two crossover
pathways in Arabidopsis. Both of
these mutants involve the
interference-sensitive (class I)
pathway. If Arabidopsis does
indeed have two crossover
pathways, it should be possible to
recover mutants that disrupt the
interference-insensitive (class II)
pathway as well. 
Of the organisms in which
crossover interference has been
examined carefully, there appears
to be significant variation in how
(or if) it manifests itself. This
leaves us without a consensus
view of crossover interference —
what is interference like in most
organisms? Indeed, we are not
even able to answer this question
for most plants. Whether there will
be variation in interference
systems from species to species
among plants, as is true among
fungi, remains to be seen. A fuller
understanding of the proteins
involved in the regulation of
interference may facilitate
educated predictions.
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The Dlk1–Gtl2 region of the
mammalian genome contains a
number of imprinted genes,
expressed from only one parental
allele. Imprinted genes are often
involved in regulating foetal and
placental growth. As one might
expect, their products include
growth hormones, cell-cycle
regulators and proteins involved in
Genetic Imprinting: Conflict at the
Callipyge Locus
The imprinted Dlk1–Gtl2 region of the mammalian genome — which in
sheep encompasses the callipyge locus, known for its unusual mode of
inheritance — encodes a number of maternally expressed miRNAs.
Five of these miRNAs, hosted by the antisense transcript antiPeg11,
have now been shown to target degradation of the paternally
expressed Peg11 mRNA by an RNAi-mediated mechanism.
nutrient transfer, but, there are
also a significant number of
imprinted genes that are
transcribed to give non-coding
RNAs, which seem to be equally
important in regulating growth
(www.mgu.har.mrc.ac.uk/research
/imprinted). The Dlk1–Gtl2
imprinted domain contains three
paternally expressed protein
coding genes as well as genes for
a variety of categories of
maternally expressed non-coding
RNAs [1].
As they report in this issue of
Current Biology, Davis et al. [2]
have now demonstrated a
mechanism by which an imprinted
RNA in this locus can regulate
growth by controlling the
production of a protein from
another imprinted gene. They
show that maternally expressed
microRNAs (miRNAs) direct
degradation of mRNA from the
paternally expressed Peg11 by an
RNAi-mediated pathway. This
RNAi-mediated regulation of a
paternally expressed growth
enhancing gene by maternally
expressed miRNAs not only
provides an explanation for some
of the numerous imprinted RNAs
but also reinforces the conflict
theory of genomic imprinting.
The Dlk1–Gtl2 imprinted locus
(Figure 1) lies on mouse distal
chromosome 12, human
chromosome 14q32 and sheep
distal chromosome 18 [1]. The
region contains the paternally
expressed protein coding genes
Dlk1, Dio3 and Rtl1/Peg11, which
are  homologous to gag and pol
genes of Sushi-ichi like
retroelements. There are also a
number of maternally expressed
transcripts in the region which do
not encode protein products: Gtl2,
a cluster of C/D snoRNA genes
and a number of miRNA genes
which lie within the antiPeg11 and
Mirg loci [3,4]. Imprinting of the
maternal chromosome is
controlled by an intergenic
differentially methylated region
(IG-DMR) upstream of Gtl2, but
the mechanism regulating
imprinting on the paternal
chromosome has not been
identified yet [5].
The Dlk1-Gtl2 imprinted
domain also encompasses the
sheep callipyge (CLPG) locus.
The callipyge phenotype is an
inherited muscular hypertrophy
that is more pronounced in the
hind quarters — hence the name
‘callipyge’ meaning ‘beautiful
buttocks’ [1]. The CLPG mutation
has an unusual mode of
inheritance known as polar
overdominance, which means
that only heterozygous
individuals with the mutation
inherited paternally
(+Mat/CLPGPat) express the
phenotype (Figure 2) [6];
individuals with genotypes
CLPGMat/+Pat or, surprisingly,
CLPGMat/CLPGPat do not differ in
phenotype from wild-type.
In +Mat/CLPGPat heterozygotes,
there is an increase in the
transcript levels from only the
paternally expressed imprinted
genes, with no observed change
in the imprinting status: both
Dlk1and Peg11 levels are
increased (Dio3 levels are
unaffected), and either or both
could cause the observed
muscular hypertrophy [1,7,8]. In
CLPGMat/CLPGPat homozygotes,
however, levels of both paternally
and maternally expressed
transcripts are increased [8]. So
increased non-coding maternal
transcripts seem to prevent the
increased levels of paternal
transcripts from causing the
callipyge phenotype by a trans
mechanism.
It was difficult to envisage how
these trans effects could be
produced until the discovery [3,4]
that the antipeg11 and Mirg
transcripts contain hairpin–loop
structures that are processed into
miRNAs — evolutionarily-
conserved single-stranded RNA
molecules that are involved in
post-transcriptional gene
regulation by RNAi [9]. This gene
regulation is the result of the
miRNA targeting an RNA-induced
silencing complex (RISC) to a
complementary mRNA, either
repressing translation or cleaving
the mRNA. In animals, the primary
transcripts are cleaved into
miRNA precursors by an RNaseIII
called Drosha; these hairpin–loop
structures are processed by Dicer,
another RNaseIII, into 20–24
nucleotide RNA duplexes. The
duplex RNA is unwound and
associates with Argonaute
proteins to form a RISC. In the
nematode Caenorhabditis
elegans, miRNAs have been
shown to play an important role in
regulating gene expression during
development, suggesting a similar
role in mammals [9]. Could these
small RNAs and RNAi
mechanisms explain the polar
overdominance of the callipyge
phenotype?
Davis et al. [2] have now shown
that the antiPeg11-encoded
miRNAs do indeed direct
cleavage of Peg11 using RNAi
pathways. By computational
analysis of genome sequence
data, they identified three
additional miRNAs processed
from mouse antiPeg11, bringing
the total up to five. They showed
that all of the predicted miRNAs
are expressed from the antipeg11
strand (there are no
corresponding miRNAs from the
Peg11 strand), and that the tissue-
specific expression patterns of
the miRNAs and Peg11 are very
similar. They also demonstrated
the presence of hairpin–loop
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Figure 1. A schematic diagram of the Dlk1–Gtl2 locus.
Maternally expressed genes are shown in red and paternally expressed genes in blue.
The five maternal miRNAs processed from the antiPeg11 transcript and the miRNAs
processed from Mirg are shown as short lines. The differentially methylated region
(IG-DMR) is shown by a filled (methylated) or unfilled (unmethylated) circle.
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RNAs produced from the
antipeg11 strand — the Drosha-
generated precursors of the
miRNAs. More importantly, they
were able to isolate cleavage
products derived from Peg11
mRNA in mouse placenta. These
cleavage products show
homology to all five of the
antipeg11-encoded miRNAs and
bear the hallmarks of RISC-
mediated cleavage — in other
words, RNAi.
So does this RNAi-mediated
trans-interaction contribute to the
polar overdominance inheritance
of the callipyge phenotype in
sheep? The four possible
genotypes at the CLPG locus and
the corresponding levels of
mRNAs and miRNAs are
illustrated in Figure 2. It is clear
from the increase in Peg11
cleavage products in
CLPGMat/CLPGPat individuals that
the high levels of miRNAs in this
genotype act to decrease the
levels of Peg11 mRNA relative to
those in +Mat/CLPGPat individuals.
So the expression patterns of
Peg11 and the miRNAs could
explain the unusual inheritance of
the callipyge phenotype. But the
authors have previously argued
that Dlk1 is likely to be the major
cause of the callipyge phenotype
[7]. What role does this leave for
Peg11? Might Dlk1 transcripts be
regulated in a similar way to
Peg11 transcripts? Might the
miRNAs processed from the Mirg
locus also play a role?
The interaction between
maternally expressed miRNAs and
the paternally expressed Peg11
casts light on the evolution of
imprinted loci. The most widely
supported explanation for the
evolution of imprinting is the
conflict or kinship theory [10]. This
proposes that the conflict in
individuals between maternally
and paternally derived alleles has
led to the presence of imprinting
in species — such as mammals —
where there is an unequal
provision of parental resources
after conception. The theory
predicts that paternally expressed
genes, such as Peg11, act to
extract a maximum amount of
resources from the mother, while
maternally inherited alleles, such
as the antipeg11 miRNAs, act to
limit the transfer of maternal
resources. As Peg11 is thought to
increase the supply of nutrients
through the placenta, and the
miRNAs reduce the supply of
maternal nutrients by degrading
Peg11 mRNA, the predictions of
the conflict hypothesis are
satisfied in this case [2,5]. It would
be interesting to study Peg11 and
antipeg11 in other eutherian and
non-eutherian mammals to
investigate the evolution of the
locus. One might predict that the
imprinting of antiPeg11 occurred
in response to imprinting of
Peg11, but was the RNAi
mechanism already present or
was it adopted after Peg11
imprinting?
This is the first example of
RNAi-mediated trans interactions
at an imprinted locus. It raises the
question of whether any other
imprinted non-coding RNAs may
have a similar regulatory role. One
example could be the Igf2–H19
region which is similar to the
Dlk1–Gtl2 locus in that Igf2 is
paternally expressed and protein
coding, while H19 is maternally
expressed and non-coding.
Indeed it has been reported that
H19 mRNA may have a negative
regulatory effect on Igf2 mRNA in
trans [11]. Other classes of
imprinted non-coding RNAs
appear to have repressive effects
only in cis. Both the Air and
Kcnq1ot1 non-coding RNAs are
expressed in the antisense
direction to protein coding genes
and cause transcriptional
repression of flanking genes in cis
[12,13]. The mechanism of
repression is still unknown, but
RNAi could be involved as it has
been shown to target repressive
histone modifications [14] such as
those involved in regulating the
Kcnq1ot1 locus [15]. Another
feature of imprinting clusters is
the high abundance of direct
repeats [16]. It has recently been
shown that RNAi is important for
silencing centromeric repeats in
mouse ES cells [17]. Could this
process also occur in euchromatic
repeats near imprinted regions?
Davis et al. [3] have shown that
imprinted miRNAs have a role in
the regulation of other imprinted
genes. This finding not only
increases our understanding of
regulation of the Dlk1-Gtl2 locus
but may also provide an
explanation for the existence of
other developmentally important
imprinted RNAs.
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Figure 2. The effect of the CLPG mutation on Peg11 and miRNA expression.
The four possible genotypes, +/+, CLPGMat/+Pat, +Mat/CLPGPat and CLPGMat/CLPGPat
are represented as +/+, C/+, +/C and C/C, respectively. The genotype that gives the
callipyge phenotype is shaded in grey. The coloured bars schematically represent the
levels of each type of RNA product. The cartoons underneath show the interaction
between Peg11 mRNA and the miRNAs resulting in degradation of Peg11 in the
CLPGMat/CLPGPat genotype.
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When asked how the brain works,
most neuroscientists would
respond that the brain is a large,
web-like structure in which
neurons gather information from
other neurons, make a decision to
discharge or not, and then pass
this information onto other cells;
magically, somehow, through this
large interaction of neuronal
elements, information is
extracted, decisions are made,
and responses are executed.
Activity is imagined to flow
through the neural net with the
spatiotemporal path determining
the outcome of the particular
computation, be it a thought,
perception, feeling or action.
Although this is certainly true at
some level within the nervous
system, there are several
complicating factors. One of these
is the presence of spontaneous,
or persistent, activity that can
rapidly flip between stable states.
Neurons and neuronal networks
generate spontaneous activity,
even after isolation from external
inputs, such as when a cell or a
network is placed in vitro [1–3].
Far from being random noise, this
spontaneous activity provides the
context under which the brain
operates. It determines which
cells are responsive, and just how
responsive they are. Just as
context dramatically influences
perception — for example,
bumping into your bank teller at
the grocery store can be a surreal
experience — the background
‘context’ of the brain, which is
largely represented by the state
of ongoing activity, provides a
strong modulating influence on
exactly how information is
processed and interpreted [4].
The questions then arise: how is
this spontaneous activity
generated? How does it influence
neuronal responsiveness? And
how does it rapidly undergo state
changes?
Two leading models of on-going
activity generation have been put
forward: one is based on
reverberation within recurrent
neuronal networks, and the other
on maintained depolarization
through ionic currents intrinsic to
the persistently discharging
neuron [5,6]. The evidence in favor
of recurrent networks being
largely responsible for the
generation of on-going or
persistent activity in the waking
brain is extensive — neurons are
massively interconnected with
tens of thousands of inputs and
outputs, many of which are
themselves spontaneously active,
and intracellular recordings in
cortical neurons, for example,
confirm the presence of a large,
ongoing synaptic barrage that
maintains a depolarized state [3].
Nearly all of the evidence for the
generation of tonic activity through
intrinsic ionic mechanisms has
been obtained in vitro, typically
under conditions whose relevance
to the natural, waking state is
questionable (the persistent
intrinsic activity only occurs in
slices that are bathed in drugs of
various sorts) [6]. A clear example
of persistent activity generated in
vivo through intrinsic mechanisms,
and the ability to modulate this
persistent activity with afferent
inputs, has been largely lacking.
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Neuronal Networks: Flip-Flops in
the Brain
Neuronal activity can rapidly flip-flop between stable states. Although
these semi-stable states can be generated through interactions of
neuronal networks, it is now known that they can also occur in vivo
through intrinsic ionic currents.
